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Abstract: We present a new perspective on geological disposal systems for nuclear waste.
Geological disposal systems encompass all the processes required for the permanent isolation
of highly-radioactive materials from humans and the biosphere. Radioactive materials requiring
geological disposal are created by commercial nuclear power plants, research reactors, and defense-related
nuclear activities, such as spent nuclear fuel from commercial reactors and high-level waste from
reprocessing to reclaim fissile material for weapons. We show that disposal systems are so complex
that new methods of representation are required. Despite the common call for a systems approach,
a broader perspective is needed to obtain an integrated view of disposal systems. We introduce a
conceptual formalism of geological disposal systems based on a multi-scale integrated analysis
approach. This ‘metabolic’ representation allows one to account for the technical complexity of
disposal systems in relation to their broader societal context. Although the paper is conceptual,
the integrated formalism can improve the understanding of the complexity of disposal systems
and their policy requirements by connecting technical solutions with societal constraints. However,
the paper also reveals the limits to efforts to integrate technical and social dimensions of geological
disposal systems into a single formalism.
Keywords: radioactive waste; spent nuclear fuel; high-level waste; transuranic waste; geological
disposal; repository design; Yucca Mountain; WIPP; integrated analysis; knowledge organization;
complex systems; science-policy

1. Introduction
Technologists continue to search for “quick” solutions to the safe, long-term management of
nuclear waste. However, despite decades of scientific research, engineering analysis and policy
formulation efforts, worldwide, only one geologic repository currently accepts radioactive waste—the
Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) in New Mexico, United States. Despite progress in some countries
like Finland, Sweden, and France, national efforts to site geologic repositories for nuclear waste
have generally have encountered strong opposition [1]. Thus, there is a need for further research
effort in understanding the structure of disposal systems based on new perspectives and methods.
In fact, although the global nuclear waste disposal stalemate affects countries differently, based on
specific technical, scientific, political, legal and even cultural factors, we hypothesize that at least part
of the problem comes from an underestimation and a misconception of the complexity of the process of
disposing of radioactive materials whose inventory changes over time in evolving geologic conditions.
This misconception occurs at both the technical and policy levels. At the technical level, scientists and
experts tend to overestimate the capacity of society to accept their proposed technical solutions,
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however scientifically sound. At the policy level, the nuclear waste problem often has been considered
to be “simple” and even, as Robert Oppenheimer, Chairman of the Atomic Energy Commission’s
General Advisory Committee, once said, “unimportant” ([2], p. 3).
A recent example can be found in an editorial in Nature [3], which suggested that a portion
of the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)’s high-level waste (HLW), resulting from reprocessing
to obtain fissile material, should be reclassified as transuranic waste so that the “reclassified”
waste can be disposed of at the WIPP in New Mexico. According to the editorial, extending the
authorized operations of WIPP “could make disposal simpler and cheaper”, especially as it is not clear
whether the proposed geologic repository at Yucca Mountain, Nevada, will ever be constructed [4].
The reclassification of the HLW would accelerate the clean-up of the U.S. DOE’s Hanford Site in
Washington State, where leaking underground storage tanks of HLW contaminate the groundwater.
Yet, DOE’s disposition problem cannot be resolved by simply “changing the label” of some waste
materials as the Nature editorial suggests. Rather, the safe disposal of defense HLW in the U.S.
requires specific management procedures and regulations, all of which translate into specific technical
considerations. Specifically, reclassifying defense HLW into transuranic (TRU) waste for their disposal
at WIPP would require addressing in detail technical, management and materials’ control, which have
not been considered in the current design and operation license at WIPP. As a result, the safety
assessment of the repository, as well as the waste acceptance criteria would need to be thoroughly
revised if defense HLW were to be disposed at WIPP (see Section 3.3.3). This example shows how
policy discussions about disposal strategies can suffer from oversimplifications about the nature of
disposal systems. Yet, experience has proven that simple “solutions” arrived at effortlessly then failed in
the face of technical and social issues suggest that disposal systems are more complex than appreciated.
To design effective nuclear waste disposal strategies and policies, a science-policy framework
is required that completely describes proposed technical solutions and connects these solutions to
their associated societal dimensions. This requires a representation of the entire disposal system,
from the point of waste generation to its final disposal, considering all relevant technical dimensions.
The need for an evaluation of the overall system is generally recognized [5,6]. For instance, efforts have
been made for building unified information systems of radioactive materials at the point of waste
generation [7–9], integrating the back-end of the nuclear fuel cycle in the U.S. [10,11], and conducting
multi-criteria performance assessments of various nuclear fuel cycle options [12,13]. However, there has
been no formalization of disposal systems from an integrated perspective, beyond the conventional
risk-based systems approach of engineering assessments [14–18].
This paper presents a conceptual, integrated formalism that could be used to represent disposal
systems from a technically complete, societal perspective. Section 2 summarizes the complexity of the
back-end of the nuclear fuel cycle, discusses its implications for the representation of disposal systems,
and introduces the multi-scale approach on which the integrated formalism will be based. Section 3
presents the general integrated formalism proposed for the technically complete description of
disposal systems, presents an example of application in the context of the proposed repository at Yucca
Mountain in the United States, and extends the formalism to societal constraints. Section 4 discusses
the value and limitations of the integrated formalism in the analysis of disposal systems and policies.
Section 5 summarizes the main conclusions.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. The Complexity of Geological Disposal Systems
The complexity of deep geological disposal systems resides in the multiple interactions that
exist between the various attributes outside and inside the systems across large temporal and
spatial scales. The complex nature of disposal systems implies several methodological challenges
for an integrated analysis. Disposal systems are massive and unavoidably succumb to effects from
the society outside of the nuclear power sector and defense programs. Second, disposal systems
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are integral, including changes from waste generation to final disposal. Lastly, disposal systems are
complex both internally (non-linear relations between attributes) and externally (interactions between
attributes and external factors). The complexity of disposal systems can arise from the evolving waste
properties, the variety of waste streams, changing environmental and societal conditions, and the
possible interactions between all these factors. In this paper, we mainly focus on the technical
complexity that affects geological disposal systems. Technical complexity refers to the relations
involving thermal, mechanical, chemical, geologic, hydrologic and nuclear processes at the level of
the repository, as well as the exogenous natural processes, such as seismic activity, volcanism and
climate change, involved at the level of the biosphere and the lithosphere.
The various complex relations that affect geological disposal systems at the technical level can be
described using the following logical framework:

•

•

•

•

•

•

A wide variety of radioactive waste types exists depending on the different types of military
and civilian applications of nuclear energy. Radioactive waste that require geologic disposal are
highly radioactive, heat-producing waste. Such radioactive waste materials generally include
spent nuclear fuels (SNF) and HLW regardless of origin; although there are some exceptions such
as in the U.S. where greater-than-class C (GTCC) and TRU waste also require geologic disposal.
Changes in the waste streams will affect the waste types that must be handled which, in turn,
may generate constraints on the feasibility of proposed changes at the waste generation points.
The composition of the waste (e.g., activation products, mixed fission products, transuranic
radionuclides) changes as a function of time due to radioactive decay, and the resulting change
in composition drives the changes in the thermal output and the type and intensity of the
radiation field [19]. In addition, the different compositions of the waste experience different
types of treatment and conditioning (e.g., reprocessing, vitrification, incineration) which,
in turn, modify the properties of the waste. For instance, “reprocessing lowers the content
of long-lived actinides, but leaves high concentrations of shorter-lived fission products,
such as Cs-137 and Sr-90, which have half-lives of approximately 30 years and hence a large
thermal output. This heat in turn determines how long the waste must be stored at the surface
before [geologic] disposal” ([20], p. 235). In addition, the processing that creates HLW involves a
very complicated chemistry that includes elements that are not radioactive, such as Pb and Hg,
as well as organic solvents, that will also affect the properties of the waste.
Waste packages are defined by different types of waste forms (e.g., untreated SNF, glass, ceramics,
synroc) associated with different types of metal canisters which, in turn, affect the evolution of
the waste forms. For instance, corroded iron containers may adsorb radionuclides on the surfaces
of fine-grained iron oxides making the corrosion products a barrier, thus lowering the mobility of
radionuclides even when the canister is breached.
Depending on the repository design strategy, the type of overpack or surrounding backfill varies
or is absent, which, in turn, affects the evolution of the waste form, in particular during the
thermal period.
The geological conditions are different (e.g., variations in redox conditions and hydrology),
defining the mobility of the radionuclides which, in turn, depends on the evolving properties,
composition of the waste and associated level of radioactivity.
Various other complex relations exist outside the thermal, mechanical, chemical, geologic
and hydrologic and nuclear processes, but nevertheless affect the repository behavior.
Exogenous processes concern the possibility of seismic activity, volcanism, erosion, and glaciation.
These exogenous processes can affect the geological conditions at the repository. Exogenous
processes also concern the possibility of human intrusion in the future (e.g., exploration for
natural resources), although the intrusion scenarios are generally defined by the regulators,
and thus, are imposed as an external boundary condition on the disposal system (see Section 3.3).
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In summary, the technical complexity of nuclear disposal systems is driven by the evolving
properties (e.g., composition and thermal output), which affect the near-field geological conditions,
which in turn affect the evolving geologic conditions and the mobility of radionuclides across the
engineered and geologic barriers. In addition, the near-field geological conditions themselves are
affected by the probability of exogenous processes. As one can understand, there are multiple
interactions between the engineered and geological barriers defining the containment strategy of
different repository concepts [20–25]. These highly-coupled interactions require an analysis of the
entire disposal system.
2.2. Representations of Geological Disposal Systems
We show in this section how the engineering representation is not sufficient to account for the
complexity of geological disposal systems. Rather, the methodological challenges discussed above
require the adoption of a complex systems approach when representing such systems. The complexity
of geological disposal can be better accounted for by formalizing the systems by an integrated analysis
approach based on a metabolic representation of its various technical attributes [26,27].
2.2.1. Engineering Representation
Geological disposal systems are generally conceptualized using a deterministic approach.
However, the methodology to demonstrate compliance with post-closure standards of geological
repositories relies, particularly in the U.S., on probabilistic calculations [28,29]. In the case of the Yucca
Mountain repository in the U.S., for example, compliance is demonstrated using a probabilistic total
system performance assessment (TSPA) [30]. To account for complexity in performance assessment,
the strategy relies on a hierarchical organization of sub-models, which account for about 300
sub-models in the TSPA supporting the license application of the Yucca Mountain repository [30].
Yet, such a strategy relies on a weak conceptualization of complexity and hierarchy, simply referring to
complexity as the existence of non-linearity in systems and using hierarchies only for data management
purposes, without a consideration of the issue of scale in the analysis. The issue of scale, although
very important in quantitative analysis of sustainability [31], is often ignored in the engineering
representations that seek to discuss the complexity of systems. In this view where models are
developed one scale at a time [32], complexity is reduced to its computational form, ignoring the
non-linear relations that exist between the various functional scales that characterize self-modifying
complex systems [33,34]. We show in Section 3 how to better account for complexity in geological
disposal systems.
2.2.2. Metabolic Representation
To complement the conventional engineering representation, geological disposal systems can
also be represented—along with their interactions with natural systems—as open (self-modifying)
systems [26]. That is, when parts of an engineering system interact with other systems of a complex nature,
its complete description must be based on a perspective that captures that complexity. For instance,
the fact that a repository interacts with natural processes makes the overall repository system complex.
The key feature brought by the adoption of a complex systems representation is the ability to represent
the system across different scales. Indeed, as we shall see in Section 3, the concept of scale does
matter when characterizing geological disposal systems. A satisfactory approach to representing
disposal systems must therefore be able to deal with multiple scales of analysis, across space, time,
and functions.
Given that open self-modifying systems can be—and have been—successfully represented
using a complex systems approach that considers their characteristics of non-linear relations and
self-organization [26,35,36], we argue that adopting such an approach to represent geologic disposal
systems is possible and that it would improve the techno-scientific understanding and science-policy
discussions about radioactive waste disposal issues.
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3. Results
As shown in Section 2, distinct representations can co-exist that refer to non-equivalent perceptions
about what the system is [31]. Then, as models are a precondition for knowledge acquisition, adopting a
given model—even conceptual—to represent a system implies an unavoidable loss on some of the
characteristics of that system because all systems are a simplification of the nature of the system
and its behavior. This is what makes all models suffer from some deficiencies and hence they can
never be right [37]. For this reason, the question then is whether some models can be useful in
addressing a given question or set of questions [38]. An integrated representation of disposal systems
therefore would benefit from looking at, as much as possible, the relevant attributes that can be
used to perceive and describe what nuclear disposal is and what it does. This requires shifting the
representation from the engineering view to a metabolic view in order to describe disposal systems
from a technically complete, integrated perspective. A metabolic view describes a system through
various compartments, each responsible for a (set of) function(s) within the system, just like different
organs provide metabolic functions to the human body. The functional compartments are hierarchically
organized as a means to address complexity by describing the system across multiple scales. We thus
obtain a set of attributes, hierarchically-organized by functions, for which we identify possible
interrelations so that the metabolic behavior of the system is revealed [32].
In Section 3.1, we present the general integrated formalism for the metabolic representation of
disposal systems based on a complete definition of its functions and scales. This integrated formalism
is flexible in that it can be tailored to specific situations and formalized to support different types
of integrated analyses at the back-end of the nuclear fuel cycle. We then provide in Section 3.2 an
application of the formalism based on the example of the proposed geologic repository at Yucca
Mountain in Nevada. Finally, in Section 3.3, we extend the integrated formalism to the issue of
socio-technical interactions that impact geological disposal systems using two examples from the U.S.
nuclear waste disposal program.
We remind the reader that this proposed formalism is conceptual and represents the possible
organization of information—potentially, both quantitative and qualitative—for an encompassing
approach to nuclear waste disposal systems. This proposed formalism is at an early stage of development;
hence, we welcome feedback from the scientific and social communities working on these issues.
3.1. General Integrated Formalism of Geological Disposal Systems
The complexity of a system resides in the possibility to distinguish various subsystems that depend
on the choices made by the observer as to how to interact with the system [31]. These subsystems
correspond to the different possible scales at which the system is perceived. A system can be perceived
either from the outside (external view) or from the inside (internal view), across spatial, temporal and
functional scales. The system will behave differently, depending on the choice of the scales of the analysis.
The choice of scales can vary depending on the purpose of the analysis. Scales are defined through
the boundary conditions and time horizons of the analysis. Once they are defined, they must be
treated differently in the analysis because their corresponding formalizations are incommensurate,
although all are necessary to describe the system as a whole [39]. We present in this section how
disposal systems can be described across multiple scales of analysis, thus defining the proposed
integrated formalism.
3.1.1. Integration of Functional Scales
Geological disposal systems can be understood by examining the hierarchical organization of
their internal attributes that describe their different functions (or processes) across functional scales
(or levels). (Throughout the paper, we use the term “functions” to refer to the description of “what the
system does.” Later in the paper we use the term “processes” to refer to the activation of functions in the
evolution of disposal systems. Each function or process can be described across multiple (functional)
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The three main attributes—Waste-Repository-Site—correspond to the highest level at which
disposal systems can be described from within (level n-1). These attributes are the essential parts
of geological disposal systems and thus define the main levels of analysis in a technically complete,
metabolic representation of those systems. Waste materials and Repository design relate to the very
nature of the geological disposal systems, whereas Site refers to how those systems interact with the
environment through the lithosphere and the biosphere.
Adopting these main attributes, we present in Figure 2, a set of the 71 attributes used to describe
disposal systems across scales, down to level n-4. The inside view corresponds to the description of what
happens within the disposal systems. Each individual attribute conveys a key piece of information about
the system (the parts) that, at the same time, depends on the rest of the information system (the whole).
That is, internal attributes of disposal systems may express features that can have an effect at higher
levels but are only possible to observe looking at the parts. Conversely, features observed at a higher
level may not be directly seen at lower levels, as illustrated in Section 3.2.2. These complex relations
between parts and whole are essential to provide a meaningful characterization of a complex system.
The multi-scale, functional representation provided in this section seeks to respond to the call for
the integration of the back-end of the nuclear fuel cycle [10,11], focusing here on the problem of
geological disposal.
We further detail in Figure 2 the lower level attributes that could not be shown on Figure 1 for
reason of space.
The attributes considered in the integrated formalism to represent disposal systems (level n) are
summarized in Table 1 looking at the high-level hierarchical sequence (levels n-1/n-2).
Table 1. List of attributes describing nuclear waste disposal systems (level n) through levels n-1 and
n-2. Sources: [1,40–42].
Level n-1 Attributes

Level n-2 Attributes

Abbreviations Used

Waste types (3)
Waste materials (25) (a)

Repository design (30)

Site (10)

Waste composition (7)

WTYPE
(b)

WCOMP

Waste radioactivity (3) (c)

WRAD

Waste properties (5) (d)

WPROP

Waste treatments (5)

WTREAT

Engineered barriers (19)

ENG-B

Geological barriers (9)

GEO-B

Geological processes (3)

GEO-P

Exogenous processes (5)

EXO-P

(a)

Notes:
When applicable, indicates the number of attributes considered in the analysis at the lowest level of
each sub-category. (b) We included non-radioactive elements as part of the waste composition (Figure 2a) given
these attributes contribute also to the risk. (c) The composition drives the radioactivity, but it is important to keep
track of radiation-type, radiation-level, and radio-toxicity. Although these are derived parameters, each captures a
different part of the risk associated with the composition of the waste. (d) The specific activity is directly related to
the half-life. The shorter the half-life, the higher the specific activity. Hence, when we speak of low levels of activity,
this could mean that we have radionuclides with very long half-lives. For this reason, we kept half-life as a separate
waste property from waste radioactivity (Figure 2a).

The inside view presented in this section as part of the general integrated formalism is conceptual.
That is, the chosen attributes and their hierarchical, functional relations are only based on the logic
of the system; hence they do not convey quantitative information per se (we provide in Section 3.2
an example of relations across functions based on transfer of quantitative information). Moreover,
our definition of disposal systems in the inside view refers only to its technical attributes considering
the societal context as external boundaries to the systems (see Section 3.3).
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Moreover, as the general formalism only provides attributes down to level n-4, clearly, each one
of these low-level attributes could be further expanded to differentiate between the different possible
instances of disposal systems. For instance, “rock types” (level n-4 in Figure 2c) could be divided
into “strong rocks with low porosity and few fractures” (e.g., basalt, gneiss, granite, granodiorite,
migmatite) and “relatively weak mud-rocks or clays” (e.g., argilite (clay), sedimentary rock, shale, tuff,
rock salt); whereas “Metal canisters” (level n-4 in Figure 2b) would include various types of metals
such as steel, copper, advanced corrosion-resistant alloys, stainless steel, iron, all showing different
properties and evolving mechanisms in deep, mined geological repositories.
Therefore, rather than exhaustivity, the general integrated formalism, as presented in this section,
provides a technically complete, high-level functional description of disposal systems by identifying
their main attributes that cover all the processes involved in the deep geological disposal of
highly-radioactive waste, except for surface storage and transportation (see Section 3.3). Using the
terminology from theoretical ecology [31], the metabolic representation presented here is able to
describe all the main functional types (processes) involved in deep geological disposal, although it
does not cover all the possible instances (a unique set of attributes) of all possible disposal systems.
Despite those limits, this integrated formalism can encompass the different perceptions of
disposal systems from the various concerned techno-scientific communities—such as engineers,
geologists, geochemists, hydrologists, and material scientists—each focusing on different aspects
of the systems. Such an integrated formalism can be useful for analysts to identify more conveniently
the boundaries of their studies or models by knowing which attributes are included and which are not.
Moreover, the hierarchical organization of attributes in this metabolic formalism allows the analysts
and non-specialists to better understand the complexity of disposal systems. This is achieved by
collapsing non-relevant information while, at the same time, being able to reach a greater level of
detail depending on the purpose of the analysis. More broadly, this approach can be useful to organize
information because it follows an ontological approach to knowledge organization [43] that can help
to better represent complex disposal systems. For instance, it can be particularly useful to track
which processes are captured by the models and how these processes are activated in total system
performance assessments of geologic repositories—as shown in Section 3.2.
3.1.2. Integration of Spatial and Temporal Scales
The various processes involving nuclear waste, the repository, and the site in disposal systems are
subject to changes as a function of time. Yet, these processes operate at different timescales. For instance,
the properties of the waste materials evolve more rapidly during the first 1000 years when the waste are
still thermally active—in the case of a “hot” repository like the proposed Yucca Mountain repository,
in contrast to a “cold” repository where the waste do not have a thermal pulse [44]—thus affecting the
engineered barriers and the near-field of the geologic repository. Similarly, geochemical processes will
not be activated for at least 10,000 years, when the waste package is degraded so radionuclides can
reach the geological medium. Exogenous processes, such as changes in the biosphere, seismic activity,
volcanism, glaciation, and human intrusion, are such unlikely events that they are generally not
considered to happen for at least 20,000 years. As we can see, the analysis of disposal systems requires
one to consider several timescales to describe the several processes at play. Yet, any choice of a specific
timescale will not allow one to account for processes that occur at a different timescale. For instance,
a timescale of 1000 years is adequate for studying the effects of thermal output from the waste materials
on the near-field of the geological medium, whereas the long-term geological and exogenous processes
require a time horizon much longer than 1000 years.
Considered from an analytical perspective, the co-existence of distinct timescales, each characterizing
a sub-set of processes relevant in disposal systems explains how time can be subject to contrasting
perceptions for which there exist non-equivalent possible representations of disposal systems in time.
We present in Table 2, the four general timescales that can be considered when discussing how disposal
systems evolve with time. The choice of timescale in the analysis depends on which one(s) of the
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processes are considered. Therefore, the timescale associated with the processes under consideration
sets the analytical time required for their analysis—although compliance period may be shorter
(see Section 3.3.3). Table 2 provides a mapping between time and the main processes identified in
geological disposal systems.
Table 2. The various timescales of nuclear waste disposal systems. Sources: [42,45].
Period

Operational period

Thermal period

Engineered barriers
period

Geological period

Timescale (Order of Magnitude)
~102

years before closure

Processes Involved
Period of repository construction, waste
emplacement, and repository closure.
Radiation field dominated by beta decay (β-)
and gamma radiation (γ).

~103 years after closure

Period of waste form degradation dominated
by decay heat from the waste, radio-chemical
processes inside the waste package and the
related coupled thermal, hydrological, and
mechanical processes in the near-field of the
geological medium. Radiation field dominated
by alpha decay (α).

~104 years after closure

Period of waste package degradation
dominated by geochemical and hydrological
processes at the interface with the geological
medium. Radiation field dominated by alpha
decay (α).

~105

Period of radionuclides transport to the
biosphere dominated by geological and
exogenous processes. Radiation field
dominated by alpha decay (α).

years after closure

As we shall see in Section 3.2 in the context of the proposed Yucca Mountain repository, timescales
and functional scales (levels) are correlated because processes are expected to be activated differently
depending on the chosen timescale of analysis. Moreover, temporal scales of the disposal systems
are also correlated with spatial scales. That is, as time passes, the disposal system is expected to
expand spatially as illustrated by the scale of the processes activated at different time periods during
the evolution of the system. Under nominal conditions, that is, in the absence of an external event,
the spatial expansion of disposal systems follows the expected path of migration of the radionuclides
through the various barriers of the system in time. Radionuclide migration will require the activation
of coupled processes involving (1) the waste form and the engineered barriers (few meters) during
the operational period; (2) the waste form, engineered barriers and near-field of the geological system
(tens of meters) during the thermal period; (3) the engineered barriers, near-field and the lithosphere
(few kilometers) during the engineered barriers period; and finally (4) the lithosphere and the biosphere
(tens of kilometers) during the geological period. Therefore, given their correlation with the timescales,
spatial scales are implicitly integrated in the formalism.
3.2. Application of the Integrated Formalism to the Yucca Mountain Repository
Here we apply the integrated formalism presented in the previous section to the proposed Yucca
Mountain repository in Nevada. This example intends to assess the level of complexity considered
in the total system performance assessment (TSPA) of the safety analysis report (SAR) supporting
the license application (LA) that was reviewed by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission [46,47].
The TSPA is a modelling approach to the repository system based on probabilistic calculations used to
demonstrate the compliance of the Yucca Mountain repository [30]. While probabilistic calculations are
commonly used in geologic repository design [28,29], the TSPA approach is specific to the United States
in that its conceptual structure relies on a mathematical framework connecting models to represent
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the overall evolution of the disposal system [48]. The TSPA-LA of the Yucca Mountain repository
is organized around eight model components and 23 model sub-components (Table 3). In total,
the TSPA-LA accounts for about 300 sub-models [30]. Yet, as discussed in Section 2.2.1, the TSPA-LA
does not inform well about the level of complexity considered in modelling the repository system.
This affects the understanding of whether the TSPA-LA adequately connects coupled processes
together and, as a result, how the results of the TSPA-LA can be interpreted by reviewers, the public
and the analysts themselves.
Table 3. List of model components (8) and sub-components (23) used in the total system performance
assessment supporting the license application (TSPA-LA) of the Yucca Mountain repository.
Acronyms are provided in Appendix B. Source: Table 6-1 of [46].
Model Components

Abbreviations Used

Model Sub-Components

Unsaturated zone (UZ) flow

UZ-F

Site-scale UZ flow
Infiltration analysis
Climate analysis
Drift seepage
Drift wall condensation

Engineered barrier system
(EBS) environment

EBS-E

EBS thermal-hydrologic environment
EBS chemical environment

Waste package (WP) and
drip shield (DS) degradation

WP&DS-D

WP and DS degradation (WAPDEG)
Localized corrosion on the WP outer surface

Waste form (WF)
degradation and
mobilization

WF-D&M

Radionuclide inventory
In-package chemistry
Cladding degradation
Commercial SNF, defense SNF, HLW degradation
Dissolved radionuclide concentration limits
WF & EBS colloids

EBS flow and transport

EBS-F&T

EBS flow
EBS transport

Unsaturated zone transport

UZ-T

UZ transport

SZ flow and transport

SZ-F&T

3-D SZ flow and transport
1-D SZ flow and transport

Biosphere

Nominal biosphere dose conversion factors
(BDCFs)
Groundwater protection conversion factors
Disruptive events BDCFs

Biosphere

3.2.1. Interfacing Models and Processes
Looking at the list of model components shown in Table 3, it is difficult to understand which
one of the processes are involved in the repository evolution under nominal conditions. This is
because the sub-models do not follow a hierarchical structure, apart from being organized under eight
model components. Unlike the attributes of the integrated formalism that explicitly refer each to one
process of the disposal system, each model can involve several processes, making it difficult to have an
overall understanding of how the non-linear relationships between coupled processes are computed
in the TSPA-LA.
We present in Figure 3 the correspondence between the model sub-components and the attributes
of the disposal system. This interface provides an example of how to connect the engineering
representation—through the model components shown in Table 3—to the integrated formalism of
disposal systems—through the attributes presented in Figures 2 and 3. That is, by connecting the
engineering representation to the integrated formalism, we build a metabolic representation of the
Yucca Mountain repository, based on the perspective of the analysts who developed the TSPA-LA.
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The nominal scenario class of the TSPA-LA corresponds to the expected evolution of the repository
in the absence of events such as the early failure of a waste package or a drip shield, seismic activity,
volcanism or human intrusion. We based our analysis on the nominal scenario class because it
essentially has the same conceptual structure and computational organization as the other scenarios
considered in the TSPA-LA, except that it does not include ‘events’ [48].
By using the models/attributes interface matrix (Figure 3) and the models correlation matrix
(Figure 4), we were then able to assess the complex relations that exist between the processes of
the repository system using the integrated formalism. Figure 5 presents a visualization of the level
of complexity introduced in the TSPA-LA of the Yucca Mountain repository. As such, it translates
the level of understanding from the analysts about how the various processes are inter-connected.
In other words, given that the future evolution of a repository system cannot be known with certainty,
it corresponds to the best available understanding of the complexity of the system; thus, it acts as the
image of the actual system from the view of the analysts.
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waste materials, the engineered barriers (waste forms and waste packages), and geological processes
(hydrology and geophysical processes), whereas the system remains under the present-day climate.
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3.3. Extension of the General Integrated Formalism to Societal Constraints
So far in this paper, we have presented a general integrated formalism based on a technical
description of geological disposal systems (Section 3.1) and applied this formalism to the proposed
Yucca Mountain repository (Section 3.2). What we have not considered, however, are the various
societal dimensions also affecting disposal systems. As we shall show in this section, disposal systems
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Once the thermal period is over, after peak thermal effects are reached at about 103 years after
closure (Figure 2.3.5-33 of [47]), the repository returns to isothermal conditions at around 104 years
when the repository enters into the engineered barriers period (Figure 6c). During this period, under
nominal conditions, the repository response is mainly driven by the hydrologic and geochemical
processes that interact with the engineered and geological barriers. Moreover, the system will then be
susceptible to perturbations by hydrologic, geophysical, and geochemical effects caused by changes in
climate ([46], Section 6).
Finally, after the engineered barriers have been degraded enough to release radionuclides that
then migrate into the near surface environment and biosphere, the repository enters the geological
period (Figure 6d). During this period, complex interactions no longer involve the waste packages and
structural barriers assumed to have failed but, rather, geological processes that interact directly with
the waste forms and the geological barriers. Moreover, in the post-10,000-year climate, e.g., possible
interglacial, pluvial periods will further cause changes in the infiltration rates that affect the hydrologic,
geophysical, and geochemical conditions.
The visualization of the complex relations in a repository system, as shown in Figure 6, also allows
one to identify the key parameters. For instance, in the nominal scenario class of the TSPA-LA, a peak
dose—the maximum mean value that is well below regulatory limits—is expected to occur around
720,000 years after closure, when corrosion of the waste package allows the release and migration of
radionuclides to the lithosphere and then to the biosphere through transport in the unsaturated and
saturated zones [47]. That is, if the repository evolves as expected under those nominal conditions,
radionuclides will not be released to the biosphere in sufficient quantities to represent a threat to future
generations living in the area. Yet, the total system results are sensitive to uncertain input parameters.
For instance, in the nominal scenario class, the “temperature dependent slope term of Alloy 22 general
corrosion rate (K)” (WDGCA22 in [48], Appendix B) as well as the “deviation from median yield
strength range for outer waste package lid (dimensionless)” (WDZOLID in [48], Appendix B) are
driving the uncertainty in the analysis (Table 2.4-12 of [47]).
Given that these two parameters pertain both to the “localized corrosion on the WP outer surface”
model sub-component, they belong to the “waste packages” attribute of the integrated formalism
(see Figure 3 for models/attributes correspondences). Yet, as Figure 6 shows, the waste package is an
important barrier in the early evolution of the Yucca Mountain repository system. The waste package
is involved in the first three periods—operational, thermal and engineered barriers. This illustrates
why the waste package failure is the most sensitive process in the TSPA-LA during the evolution of the
repository system under nominal conditions. This means that the uncertainty quantification on these
two parameters is key to the overall system because they are highly coupled with other processes.
3.3. Extension of the General Integrated Formalism to Societal Constraints
So far in this paper, we have presented a general integrated formalism based on a technical
description of geological disposal systems (Section 3.1) and applied this formalism to the proposed
Yucca Mountain repository (Section 3.2). What we have not considered, however, are the various
societal dimensions also affecting disposal systems. As we shall show in this section, disposal systems
do not “work” in isolation from the societal constraints. For instance, the proposed Yucca Mountain
repository—and its associated performance assessment—is the result of a history of decisions made
at the regulatory, legal, operational, and social levels. Thus, disposal systems must respond to
societal constraints that act as external boundaries to the disposal strategy. Disposal systems are
embedded—and mainly the product of—a broad network of decisions that occur at different times.
For this reason, an additional dimension in the proposed integrated formalism consists of connecting
the technical description of the disposal systems to social constraints.
In this section, we describe societal constraints to disposal systems (Section 3.3.1). We then
propose an extension of the general integrated formalism. This extension aims to represent the
societal constraints using a metabolic approach similar to the one used for the technical representation
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(Section 3.3.2). Lastly, we present two examples of socio-technical interactions impacting disposal
systems in the context of the U.S. program (Section 3.3.3). These examples reveal the challenges in
integrating the technical and social dimensions of geological disposal systems into a single formalism.
3.3.1. Societal Constraints on Geological Disposal Systems
Societal constraints fall into three main categories: regulatory compliance, legal requirements,
and social acceptance. However, these categories themselves are affected by many cultural, political,
economic, and social factors that describe the complex social context. In addition to the technical
complexity presented in Section 2.1, the definition and representation of disposal systems are therefore
affected by social complexity. Social complexity refers to the various interdependences between the
societal constraints. These constraints will not affect directly the geologic performance of the repository,
but will make a difference to the decisions made at the level of the national nuclear fuel cycle. Social
complexity has implications on the definition of nuclear waste disposal systems, but those implications
occur outside of these systems. Here, we provide some examples of socially complex relations that
affect disposal systems:

•

•

At the socio-economic and political levels, choices made about nuclear energy technologies in
relation to energy policy directly affect the nuclear fuel cycle, which ultimately drive the technical
needs at the back-end of the fuel cycle. In turn, decisions made about disposal strategies affect
the energy policy discussions. Nuclear energy systems and nuclear waste disposal systems are
therefore connected through socio-economic and political drivers.
At the regulatory level, the safety provided by the multiple-barrier containment system of
the geological repository is assessed based on quantitative information and, in the approach
of a “safety case”, also on qualitative arguments [50]. Although the quantitative assessment
of safety is not the only basis for a licensing decision, in practice, regulatory records show a
widespread reliance on quantification [51]. This quantitative approach to safety assessment is
used to address the problem of the role and use of expertise in the decision-making process [52,53].
Multi-criteria decision analysis can also be used in nuclear waste management [13]. But there
remains the problem of how to weight non-equivalent criteria so as to reach a decision [54,55].
In the U.S., for instance, the quantitative safety assessment of the Yucca Mountain repository
is required to provide a probabilistic estimate of the dose received by a person at a specific
time and location [56]. But, by using models that provide a quantitative estimate of anticipated
dose to the public, the regulatory framework seems to assume that there can be a quantitative
description of known exposure pathways. Yet, these pathways are impossible to predict far into
the future given the high uncertainties—and unavoidable lack of knowledge of conditions in the
far future. Regulators may be fully aware of the impossibility of projecting future human actions
and natural processes. But the attempt to quantify the long-term performance of disposal systems,
in the face of high uncertainties, has been at the center of public skepticism and controversy over
the determination of whether a site is “safe” or not [57].

3.3.2. Outside View of Geological Disposal Systems
As presented in Section 3.1 and illustrated in Section 3.2, the complex relations between the
processes involved inside the geological disposal system can be characterized using a metabolic
representation. Similarly, geological disposal systems can be represented from the outside as part of
their complex societal context. In this context, the various socio-economic sectors refer to the different
functions of society, such as production, services, and institutions [58]. In the societal metabolism
perspective [59], disposal systems (level n in Figure 7) are represented as embedded within the nuclear
power system (level n + 1) that interacts itself with the other compartments of society (levels n +
2/n + 7). Yet, a key aspect of disposal systems is that radioactive materials requiring disposal also
come from other waste streams, namely from military, research and medical applications of nuclear
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processes (level n + 5). For this reason, radioactive materials are not embedded within a single
societal compartment, unlike the products of other socio-economic functions such as food, energy,
and services. Moreover, this paper focuses on highly-radioactive materials requiring deep geological
disposal—mainly SNF and HLW. Therefore, the production points concern only the commercial nuclear
power reactors and military applications, including nuclear weapons production and spent fuel from
naval reactors (Figure 7).
The outside view makes it possible to track the various production points of radioactive materials.
Additionally, it allows to deal with the interfaces between disposal systems and societal demands
coming from the other compartments of society. In this view, however, disposal systems are seen as
a “black-box” [32] with all the attributes of the inside view being aggregated together at the level n
(Figure 7). That is, the outside view is concerned about the changes that occur outside of the disposal
system, independent from their technical, internal complexity. For example, the proposed societal
metabolism representation can be used to assess and compare the viability and feasibility of different
disposal strategies and policies in relation to energy transitions [60]. In this example, the energy
supply sector must deal with the safe management of nuclear waste—in that case focusing on SNF
from nuclear reactors—independently from the chosen pathways of energy transitions. Nuclear waste
therefore represents a “biophysical overhead” affecting energy transitions. Conversely, decisions
made about the energy systems, especially in the nuclear fuel cycle, directly affect the structures and
functions of disposal systems. Especially, different nuclear fuel cycles will have different impacts on
their back-end [61]. Adopting an integrated approach to the nuclear fuel cycle is necessary to address
these interrelated constraints. Such integrated approach is particularly relevant as claims in favor of
further deployment of nuclear power are now made on the basis of its sustainability in relation to
energy-supply issues [62–64].
An important limitation of the outside view as presented in Figure 7 is that it represents a static
view of disposal systems in their societal context. As such, it does not show the importance of the
historical contingencies that drive much of the societal context of nuclear waste disposal. Changes can
occur at different levels and at different times. For instance, the present representation of disposal
systems at level n reflects actions that occurred at other levels, such as the birth of the nuclear age and
military applications at level n + 5 (“Security” in Figure 7) during World War II, technical decisions at
level n + 4 (“Electricity”) made in the 1950s, and, at level n + 2 (“Nuclear power”), ethical decisions
made by regulators in the 1970s, Congressional actions in the 1980s, and court decisions in the 1990s.
The history of nuclear energy applications, particularly in the U.S., unfolded following a series of
socio-technical imaginaries [66]. (In the field of science and technology studies (STS), the concept
of ‘sociotechnical imaginaries’ refers to “collectively imagined forms of social life and social order
reflected in the design and fulfillment of [ . . . ] scientific and/or technological projects” ([66], p. 120).)
Socio-technical imaginaries about nuclear power have been put forward by governments and industry
about the dimensions of economic viability, environmental and health impacts, and intergenerational
ethics [67]. Therefore, disposal systems that are being represented and/or designed now are the result
of decisions made by past governments, utilities, private companies, regulators, and communities.
For this reason, the definition of disposal systems considers those decisions to be external boundaries to
the system. To represent those external factors directly affecting disposal systems at level n—although
delayed in time—we present in Table 4 the types of decisions and institutions acting within the
“Governance and control” (level n + 5) compartment and the “Nuclear power” (level n + 2) sector,
as shown in Figure 7.
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Table 4. The various types of institutions and decisions affecting nuclear waste disposal systems.
Sources: [13,27,28].
Types of Institutions

Types of Decisions

Examples

“Governance and control” (level n + 5)

Executive institutions
(governments)

General decisions about
the nuclear fuel cycle

Implementation of the
nuclear waste disposal
strategies and policies

Decision to implement a nuclear energy program;
absence or postponement of decision on spent fuel;
decision to reprocess and to directly dispose spent
fuel; decision to reprocess and recycle spent fuel;
decision to implement fast neutron reactors; decision
to implement partitioning and transmutation
Decrees applicable to licensing a deep geologic
repository; formal executive approvals required for
developing a deep geologic repository

Legislative institutions
(parliaments, senates,
house of representatives)

Legislation

General legislation; regulations applicable to
licensing a deep geologic repository; formal
legislative approvals required for developing a deep
geologic repository; interactions with local
jurisdictions; type of decision-making process;
liabilities; funding mechanism

Regulatory authorities
(international, national,
state/local regulatory
authorities)

Regulation

Compliance period; compliance boundary;
regulatory criteria

Civil society (general
public, local
governments, local
communities, political
parties, NGOs)

Indirect control

Affects the decision-making process through
elections, public debate and local decisions

“Nuclear power” (level n + 2)
Utilities

Business

Decisions related to generating power, including
reactor types, fuel types, fuel burnup rates, types of
spent fuel storage, and monitoring of spent fuel

Other private companies

Business

Decisions related to the front-end of the nuclear fuel
cycle, including mining and milling process,
enrichment technology, and fuel fabrication process

3.3.3. Examples of Socio-Technical Interactions
Isolating the technical definition of disposal systems from their societal context is a main
assumption in any “integrated” formalism. This is because the requirement of deep geological
disposal of highly-radioactive waste is fundamentally a societal decision imposed externally on the
disposal systems. In fact, the very definition of the disposal systems is mainly the result of regulatory
and legal frameworks. We present in this section two examples of how disposal systems are affected
by societal demands. The first example from the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) in New Mexico
shows the legal externality of labeling radioactive materials that later defines what is required to
be disposed in deep geological repositories. This example illustrates how external, legal decisions
can have endogenous effects on disposal systems. The second example about the proposed Yucca
Mountain repository in Nevada illustrates how regulatory choices can impact the representation of
deep geologic repositories. It illustrates how, seemingly conservative assumptions about extending the
duration of the compliance period can result in adding unnecessary complexity in the models used to
evaluate the performance of disposal systems.
We warn the reader about the length of this section. The two examples used to illustrate
the challenges in the socio-technical integration of geological disposal systems necessarily include
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background information. The reader familiar with these two cases may skip this section and move
directly to the discussion (Section 4).
Example #1: Impacts of Change of Waste Types on Repository Design
In a recent editorial [3], the journal Nature suggested that it would be possible to reclassify some
of the defense HLW as transuranic (TRU) waste (see Appendix A.1) so that the “reclassified” waste can
be disposed of at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) in New Mexico. The Nature editors explain [3]:
“Much high-level waste—produced during the reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel into
plutonium—is highly radioactive and dangerous. But the evidence suggests that some of the
waste that is labelled ‘high level’ technically qualifies as transuranic. This material is still
barred from direct disposal at WIPP, purely because of how it was produced. But labels can
be changed. If wastes that meet the transuranic criteria could be shipped to WIPP, it would
save considerable time and effort as the DOE continues to struggle with the country’s
radioactive legacy.”
The Nature editors claim that what is currently labelled as HLW in the U.S. depends on legal
considerations, not on the composition and properties of the waste. The Nuclear Waste Policy
Act (NWPA) of 1982 (Public Law 97-425) defines HLW as “highly radioactive material resulting
from the reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel” [68]. Focusing on this legal definition could lead
to different opinions about what can and cannot be classified as HLW from the nuclear-weapons
program [69]. But the definition of HLW is more explicit than the law seems to indicate, since HLW
generally contains large concentrations (typically, 104 –106 TBq/m3 ) of both short-lived and long-lived
radionuclides. These radionuclides require a high-level of containment and isolation from humans
and the environment to ensure long-term safety [70].
The Nature editors propose to change the NWPA’s legal definition of HLW. This change would
allow everything in the Hanford tanks that is not “highly radioactive” to be reclassified as anything
other than HLW. Some of these “non-HLW” could then, in principle, be shipped to WIPP for disposal.
The Nature editors’ proposal actually refers to a decade-long effort by DOE to develop a technical
and legal case to reclassify Hanford’s tanks waste, which has received both technical and regulatory
responses (see Appendix A.2). By removing the HLW label, much of the liquid waste at the Hanford site
would be considered low-level waste (LLW), but some would have enough actinides to be considered
TRU waste. In fact, the Washington State Department of Health currently considers up to 20 of the
tanks to be TRU waste [69].
The “reclassify waste” proposal would have several socio-technical implications for the
WIPP repository. First, it would extend its mission by increasing the disposal volume required.
WIPP’s capacity, as specified by the Land Withdrawal Act of 1992 (Public Law 102-579), is set to 6.2
million cubic feet (176,000 m3 ) of defense TRU waste by 2033 or earlier [71]. In 2014, a total of about
151,000 cubic meters (m3 ) of TRU waste were expected to be disposed at WIPP. This would leave about
25,000 m3 theoretically available for disposal of other materials, but this number is likely to significantly
decrease due to legal, regulatory, or technical factors (see Appendix A.3). Yet, approximately 32,000
m3 of vitrified defense HLW are expected to require geological disposal by 2048 (see Appendix A.1).
The disposal of HLW at WIPP would therefore exceed the legislated capacity. To offset this problem,
the capacity at WIPP could be increased. In this scenario, the iterations on the phases of planning and
development would undoubtedly generate delays in the current operations at WIPP. Additional time
would also be required for mining of additional disposal rooms and following disposal operations.
Consequently, the repository closure currently planned for 2033 would be postponed by at least
several decades. Significant postponement of the closure of WIPP would complicate the operation of
repository because of the activation of salt creep. Salt creep can lead to deformation mechanisms in the
repository before permanent closure (see Appendix A.4). Any postponement would require either
additional access tunnels or structural reinforcements not anticipated in WIPP’s original mission.
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Second, the “reclassify waste” proposal would also change WIPP’s mission because vitrified HLW
and TRU waste do not have the same compositions and properties. The Nature editors are correct in
saying that “some of the waste that is labelled ‘high level’ technically qualifies as transuranic” [3],
although not legally. By “technically qualifies”, the editors refer only to the technical part of the
legal definition of TRU waste (i.e., concentration higher than 100 nCi/g of waste material) and not
to the part that excludes waste otherwise defined to be HLW. However, the repository does not use
the technical basis to define TRU. Instead, it uses the legal definition, which excludes all materials
legally defined as HLW. Therefore, relabeling portions of defense HLW as TRU would not necessarily
imply that they can be disposed of at WIPP. In fact, the Land Withdrawal Act of 1992 specifically bans
HLW from WIPP. This explicit exclusion was meant to allay the State of New Mexico’s concern that
once WIPP was operating, it would attract other types of nuclear waste—as has occurred with the
“reclassify” proposal [72]. Any material coming into WIPP would have to comply with the waste
acceptance criteria (WAC) regulations, even if it classifies as “non-HLW.” The WAC at WIPP provides
requirements and associated criteria over all of the properties of each container but these requirements
are for the facility and not necessarily the materials themselves. For instance, the WAC provides
restrictions on the surface dose rate of TRU waste that may be accepted at WIPP; but these are not in
the actual definition of TRU—they are legal attributes of WIPP rather than of TRU waste.
Therefore, the disposal of reclassified waste at the WIPP could have effects on the repository
despite meeting the repository requirements set by the WIPP’s WAC. The WAC currently authorizes
an initial average heat output of up to 300 W per drum of TRU waste [73]. The WAC’s average
thermal output level limit would not allow the disposal of vitrified HLW canisters that exceed this limit
(see Appendix A.1, Table A1). Yet, storing large amounts of heat-generating waste having an average
heat output in the range of 60 to 300 W per canister could activate non-linear deformation of the salt
(see Appendix A.4). Assessing the technical feasibility of disposing defense HLW at WIPP therefore
requires a knowledge of the heat output of each canister being disposed. This would then be the basis
for detailed studies of the non-linear effects on the salt caused by this thermal output. In addition to
the radiological properties, the chemical composition of the waste would also vary between TRU waste
and vitrified HLW. Although, HLW would have enough actinides to be considered TRU waste, it also
contains significant amounts of fission products. Given their composition, the safety analysis of the
WIPP repository would have to be revised to account for the very different geochemical mobilities of
long-lived fission products found in HLW [42].
This example highlights some of the implications of disposing of defense HLW at WIPP
under its current technical design, legal framework and regulatory requirements. In relation to
technical implications, disposing of thermally hot HLW at WIPP would have important implications
on the performance of the repository. A new mission for WIPP would therefore require going
through the phases of repository planning and development. These would include the site’s further
characterization, extended licensing, and additional construction (in the situation an extension would
be needed) and related operation works. At the legal level, this proposal would require the Land
Withdrawal Act of 1992 be changed so that HLW and SNF could be disposed at WIPP and the State of
New Mexico not opposing to an extension of the WIPP’s operations. At the regulatory level, the current
process specifically requires updating the 1996 WIPP Compliance Certification Application (CCA) to
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) before making major changes in the disposal system.
Any extended licensing for defense HLW at WIPP could create a major challenge. By law, the EPA
regulates and certifies—rather than licenses—WIPP. But, also by law, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) regulates and licenses disposal of HLW regardless of origin. Reconciling the
regulatory responsibilities would introduce further complexity in the system (see Section 3.3.1).
In summary, the reclassification of waste by change in the law would imply changes in the
regulatory framework, with ultimately technical implications at the repository level. In turn, these technical
implications impacting the system design and disposal operations would have a feedback effect on the
societal demands. For instance, there is not much doubt that a decision to implement the proposal to
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“reclassify waste” would stir public debate, probably impacting even further the U.S. nuclear waste
management and disposal program. This example illustrates how policy recommendations to change
one aspect (here the law) made in isolation from other constraints of disposal systems (technical
feasibility and regulations) can potentially lead to counterproductive results.
Example #2: Impacts of Change of the Compliance Period
The Energy Policy Act of 1992 directed the U.S. EPA and the U.S. NRC to develop a site-specific
standard for a geological repository at Yucca Mountain in Nevada. The Act also required that the
U.S. National Academy of Sciences (NAS) advise EPA on the appropriate technical basis for this
standard [74]. NAS’s National Research Council thus formed a special Committee on Technical Bases
for Yucca Mountain Standards. In 1995, the Committee released its report defining the technical bases
for the Yucca Mountain standards, including the time period of regulatory compliance necessary
for a geological repository [75]. When the NAS study was conducted, the compliance period in the
EPA standard—implemented by the NRC regulations—was 10,000 years. In the Academy report,
however, the Committee concluded that there was “no scientific basis for limiting the time period of the
individual risk standard to 10,000 years or any other value” ([75], p. 55). In the report, the Committee
was going against the argument that beyond a certain period the epistemic uncertainties in compliance
assessment become too large. They justified their view explaining that “compliance assessment is
feasible for most physical and geologic aspects of repository performance on the timescale of the
long-term stability of the fundamental geologic regime—a timescale that is on the order of 106 years at
Yucca Mountain” ([75], p. 6). The Committee thus considered the assessment feasible for much longer
times than 10,000 years. However, it did not specify what the timespan of the compliance period
should be. Instead, the Committee recommended “that compliance assessment be conducted for the
time when the greatest risk occurs, within the limits imposed by long-term stability of the geologic
environment” ([75], p. 7).
Following the NAS 1995 report, EPA promulgated in 2001 its revised safety standard that kept
the 10,000-year compliance period. But in a lawsuit brought by the State of Nevada against the
EPA, the U.S. Court of Appeals, in July 2004, remanded the EPA standard because it did not follow
the Energy Policy Act of 1992. In order to comply with the court determination, the EPA revised
the standard to require that the DOE consider the effects of climate change, volcanism, and seismic
activity over a 1-million-year period. This decision contradicted the previous EPA and the NRC
positions, which considered a compliance period of one million years not practical for regulatory
decision-making [74].
The decision to extend the compliance period from 10,000 years to 1 million years had effects
on the total system performance assessment supporting DOE’s license application (TSPA-LA) for the
Yucca Mountain repository. This decision changed the relative importance of model components used
in the TSPA-LA. In Table 5, we compare the uncertain input parameters influencing uncertainty in
response measures for the nominal scenario class in previous performance assessments conducted for
the Yucca Mountain repository.
From Table 5, we see that under the previous EPA standard, the uncertainty in performance
assessments was driven by the hydrology (geological processes) and rock properties (geological barriers),
using the attributes of the integrated formalism presented in Section 3.1. The compliance period
was first extended in 1999 to one million years as part of the performance assessment-viability
assessment (PA-VA). Consequently, the uncertainty in the total system response became driven by
the engineered barriers. This indicates that, all other things being equal, extending the compliance
periods has changed the sensitivity analysis of the TSPA for the entire period of analysis. Shifting the
compliance period from 10,000 years to one million years resulted in adding further complexity to
the analysis. In fact, the TSPA had to also include the complex relations expected to occur during the
geological period (see Figure 6d), which was not the case in previous performance assessments.
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Table 5. Comparison of the key parameters influencing uncertainty in response measures for the
nominal scenario class in performance assessments for the Yucca Mountain disposal system. Source:
after Table 2 of [76].
PA

Time
Period

Uncertain Parameter

Model Component
(Sub-Component) (a)

Level n-3 Attributes (b)

PA-EA

105

Percolation at repository
horizon

UZ-F (Site-scale UZ flow)

HYDRO, ROCK

PA-91

104

Percolation flux 10 m above
repository

UZ-F (Site-scale UZ flow)

HYDRO, ROCK

PA-93

104

Percolation for arid climate

UZ-F (Site-scale UZ flow)

HYDRO, ROCK

PA-95

104

Matrix velocity in CHnv
below repository at 1.25
mm/year infiltration

UZ-F (Site-scale UZ flow)

HYDRO, ROCK

PA-VA

104

Fraction of waste packages
with seepage

UZ-F (Drift seepage)

HYDRO, ROCK, STRUCT

PA-SR

105

SCC stress profile for outer lid
of container

WP&DS-D (WAPDEG)

WPACKAGE, STRUCT

PA-LA

104

SCCTHRP—Fraction of yield
threshold for SCC initiation

WP&DS-D (WAPDEG)

WPACKAGE, STRUCT

Abbreviations used: CHnv, Tuffaceous Beds of the Calico Hills, nonwelded vitric (hydrologic unit matrix); EA,
environmental assessment; HYDRO, hydrology (part of the “geological processes” at level n-2, see Figure 1); LA,
license application; PA, performance assessment; ROCK, host rock (part of the “geological barriers” at level n-2, see
Figure 1); SCC, stress corrosion cracking; SCCTHRP, residual stress threshold for SCC nucleation of Alloy 22; SR,
site recommendation; STRUCT, structural barriers (part of the “engineered barriers” at level n-2, see Figure 1); UZ-F,
unsaturated zone flow; VA, viability assessment; WAPDEG, WP and DS degradation; WP&DS-D, waste package
(WP) and drip shield (DS) degradation; WPACKAGE, waste package (part of the “engineered barriers” at level n-2,
see Figure 1). Notes: (a) Model component where parameter is used (as would eventually exist in the PA-LA) as
referred to in Table 3. (b) Attributes at level n-3 of the integrated formalism. Correspondence with model components
from Figure 3. Model components can involve several attributes/processes (see Section 3.2.1).

The Committee’s arguments about the compliance period contained some implicit assumptions
about the behavior of the Yucca Mountain repository not supported by the performance assessments.
For instance, the Committee concluded in its report that the risk of humans facing peak radiation may
not occur until tens to hundreds of thousands of years after repository closure, “or even farther into the
future” ([75], p. 2). This was used to justify the extension of the compliance period so it encompasses the
peak risk. But this relies on at least one fundamental assumption: that the geological environment will
remain stable during the first one million years after repository closure. When discussing the timescale,
the Committee recommended that calculation of the maximum risks of radiation releases be conducted
whenever they occur as long as the geological conditions in the repository environment remain
stable [75]. This assumes that the repository will behave following its nominal conditions, with no
external event occurring before the peak dose is reached. The mean maximum dose was indeed shown
by the TSPA supporting the license application to occur at around 720,000 years for the nominal
scenario class ([47], Section 6). But this cannot be known in advance. The concept of time of maximum
mean value (peak dose) largely depends on the assumptions made about the probability of occurrence
and the effects on the repository of exogenous events. This results in not having enough confidence
about the time and initiating process of the peak dose. For this reason, deciding on the compliance
period cannot be based on considerations about encompassing the time of maximum risks. Therefore,
the assumption that the geological environment will remain stable up to one million years does not
appear satisfactory to decide what compliance period is required for the performance assessment of
the repository.
This implicit assumption points to a deeper misconception about the ability of earth sciences
to predict the long-term behavior of a geological repository. In this example, the Committee says:
“In comparison with many other fields of science, earth scientists are accustomed to dealing with
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physical phenomena over long timescales. In this perspective even the longest times considered
for repository performance models are not excessive” ([75], p. 71). This statement reveals the
Committee’s misconception about what earth scientists really think about their field. In a landmark
1978 report, the U.S. Geological Survey provided an earth-science perspective on geologic disposal of
HLW: “Certainly, an assumption of the constancy of rates of geologic processes, namely substantive
uniformitarianism, is open to question. The past rates of occurrence of geologic events and processes
have varied widely over time and there appears to be no clear philosophical basis for determining rates
for these events or processes in the future. Geology is basically a retrodictive rather than a predictive
science” ([77], p. 11). Moreover, geologic predictions are affected by large, ultimately irreducible,
epistemic uncertainties due to the effect of complex interactions among events and processes whose
individual effects may be simple (see Sections 3.1 and 3.2).
The Academy report made another important assumption. It assumed that changes in the climate
conditions at the surface would probably have little effect on the performance of the underground
repository [75]. Yet, although climate change is an uncertain parameter in the TSPA-LA, it is expected
to have effects on the repository for every time period after permanent closure (see Section 3.2.3).
During the thermal period after closure (up to around 103 years), the change to a monsoon climate will
likely affect the hydrology of the system. Then, during the engineered barriers period (up to around
104 years), the system will be perturbed by the hydrologic, geophysical, and geochemical effects caused
by a glacial-transition climate. Finally, during the geological period (up to and beyond 105 years),
the possible interglacial, pluvial periods of the post-10,000-year climate will further increase the
infiltration rates. Increased infiltration rates will affect the hydrologic, geophysical, and geochemical
conditions of the repository. The Committee’s assumption about climate change therefore appears to
contradict the results of the TSPA-LA.
Given these problems, it is not clear what basis the Committee used to consider one million years
as the timescale required to encompass the long-term geologic processes at Yucca Mountain [75]. As we
have shown in Section 3.2.3, geological processes are involved at every time periods after repository
closure (Figure 6). Contrary to what the Committee asserts, we do not consider that the scientific
basis for performance assessment will be invalidated so that no useful information can be derived
for after the geologic environment has changed [75]. Instead, knowledge about the future state of the
repository is equally limited for every time period after closure. This is because the model outputs are
sensitive to assumptions made about key epistemically uncertain input parameters. No qualitative
assessment can be given as to whether epistemic uncertainties are worse at 1000 years, 10,000 years or
one million years. Therefore, nothing can be said about the varying quality of the estimates over time.
Similarly, the Committee also asserts that the compliance of the repository in the near term could be
assessed with more confidence because uncertainty in parameters increases with time. But, in the
TSPA-LA, ranges of values for aleatory and epistemic uncertain parameters have been applied equally
to all periods. That is, a constant uncertainty was considered for during the entire compliance period.
This misconception led the Committee to consider that “uncertainties in waste canister lifetimes might
have a more significant effect on assessing performance in the initial 10,000 years than in performance
in the range of 100,000 years” ([75], p. 72). However, the TSPA-LA showed that, instead, for the total
system scenario class, the key uncertain input parameter related to the lifetime of waste packages
matters equally to the total system model sensitivity as other uncertain parameters related to geological
processes (Table 2.4-12 of [47]). And, in the initial 10,000 years, the uncertainty about the waste package
that matters most is not its lifetime but the level of stress corrosion cracking that the waste package
can sustain in the case of an early seismic event.
In summary, the NAS Committee’s hypothesis of a fundamental geologic regime remaining stable
up to about one million years—used later as a basis for introducing the one-million-year compliance
period in the Yucca Mountain standards—is challenged by the results of the TSPA-LA performed to
demonstrate compliance with this standard.
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4. Discussion
4.1. Limitations of the Integrated Formalism
4.1.1. Limitations of the Technical Integration
This paper is a conceptual analysis. Therefore, the integrated formalism presented in Section 3.1
does not provide a list of parameters and criteria that can be used to build a total system model,
conduct analyses, or make specific recommendations about nuclear waste disposal strategies
and policies. Nor is it intended to provide an exhaustive list of technical attributes. For instance,
other processes, such as surface storage and transportation, that can affect the disposal strategy
have not been included in the formalism. These processes occur outside of the disposal systems.
Therefore, they should be included as outside attributes, as with societal constraints. Also, we did
not account for the specific attributes of deep boreholes given that this option has only recently been
considered. We also excluded from the formalism extraterrestrial events (e.g., meteorite impact) from
the exogenous processes. Extraterrestrial events are considered to be very unlikely by regulators;
e.g., they were estimated as having a probability less than 10−8 per year for the Yucca Mountain
repository [78]. Additionally, the integrated formalism presented in Section 3.1 considers only technical
attributes. As such, it does not include other relevant attributes specific to management practices,
regulatory frameworks, and societal demands that equally affect nuclear waste disposal systems.
Rather, the social complexity that results from those factors is considered as external boundaries or
constraints, which represent the main limitation of the formalism.
A complete approach to disposal systems may prove useful at the high level of policy discussions.
Yet, the proposed formalism cannot work in isolation from the lower-level, technical details. That is,
although we presented interactions between aggregated processes and the model components in
the example of the Yucca Mountain repository, the analysis is based on a bottom-up approach.
This bottom-up approach refers to information transfer between the various model components
used in the total system performance assessment. Therefore, the integrated formalism cannot be
applied in abstract terms in order to have meaningful insight into disposal strategies and policies.
Consequently, the integrated formalism can certainly serve to reveal techno-scientific issues that were
not evident at the lower level of analysis or only through a mathematical description of the total
system. But this formalism cannot replace the detailed technical analysis of the relevant processes.
The integrated formalism is aimed to address the complexity of disposal systems in the techno-scientific
and science-policy discussions. It is not a method that will advance the knowledge inside the various
disciplines forming the scientific basis of nuclear waste management and disposal.
4.1.2. Limitations of the Socio-Technical Integration
We have shown the integration of the technical processes involved in disposal systems and their
societal constraints. However, we have not delivered on the promise of socio-technical integration of
nuclear waste disposal systems. There are two reasons for this. Theoretically, whereas the boundaries
of the disposal systems are clear, the societal constraints acting as external boundaries to the systems
are very complex. This is because “societal constraints” are a semantically open concept that is
there is no limitation on what they include and how they change in time. The limits of using a
mathematical formalism to model complex social dynamics are well known in science and technology
studies [79–81]. For instance, laws can change because of political changes. Yet, political changes
are driven by a set of (changing) preferences, values, and beliefs. Thus, the network of societal
constraints is far too complex for any model—even conceptual—to be able to capture its structures
and functions. Generally, models which rely on a necessarily limited set of parameters are said to
be semantically closed. For this reason, they are unable to integrate unbounded social dimensions.
What we presented, instead, is one possible organization of different categories of societal constraints
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and an illustration by two examples of how they have interacted with the technical dimensions of
nuclear waste disposal systems.
The second reason that societal needs and technical solutions cannot be fully integrated is practical.
Societal demands are complex and unbounded. Any framework that tentatively integrates both
technical complexity and social complexity would thus result in the impossibility to make any
informed decision. This is because technical performance and societal constraints are incommensurable
to each other. That is, they cannot be reduced to one dimension supporting the search for an optimal
solution without losing essential information. Even when one uses methods such as multi-criteria
decision analysis (e.g., [12]), the choice of the relative weights given to criteria is ultimately the result
of a subjective choice varying among the different stakeholder groups and even changing in time [55].
Moreover, the groups included in the decision-making process will be unequally qualified to assess
the two main dimensions on which decision must be made. For instance, while analysts, experts
and regulators may be able to assess the technical suitability of a proposed geological repository,
they have no mandate to assess whether the proposed technical solution meets societal demands other
than regulatory criteria. Conversely, local communities and other stakeholder groups not having
the technical background ultimately cannot but trust the judgement of the analysts, reviewers and
regulators who evaluate the quality of the technical basis and whether it meets the safety standard. Yet,
any decision must be made under unavoidable, ultimately irreducible, epistemic uncertainties over
key input parameters. For this reason, decisions about nuclear waste strategies and policies must be
equally based on both technical and societal considerations. Given the limitations of the socio-technical
integration, science-policy discussions on nuclear waste disposal must therefore simultaneously
operate at the interfaces between policy and the science and engineering disciplines, as well as between
policy and the relevant social sciences.
4.2. Value of the Integrated Formalism
The integrated formalism demonstrates the usefulness of considering the evolution of nuclear
waste disposal systems across the various processes and time periods as part of a higher-level analysis.
Considering disposal systems from a higher level of aggregation of the actual processes allows one to
generate an overall understanding that cannot be achieved by relying only on a hierarchy of models
that focus on specific technical details. Even a total system analysis focuses on the mathematical
framework that connects those models, not on a high level of understanding of the system [82].
The integrated formalism complements the use of models in that it provides an understanding about
the evolution of disposal systems across timescales and in connection with its broader societal context.
Through the example of the Yucca Mountain repository, we have shown that the level of
complexity of geological disposal systems increases and then decreases following the expected
evolution of the thermal pulse of the waste materials in time. A repository will have a different
evolving trajectory depending on the processes involved and as a function of time. This evolution
indicates that the distinct conceptual structures and computational organizations could be used in
performance assessments of disposal systems to minimize the level of complexity that needs to be
introduced into the models. In this alternative use of performance assessments, the main periods of
the evolution of a repository—and their relevant processes—would first have to be identified. Then,
the possible outcomes (release to the biosphere or dose to humans) would be estimated focusing only on
the processes that have the greatest impact at the timescale under consideration. Such approach might
lead to the definition of different safety standards, hence to different disposal strategies. For instance,
the use of “cold” repositories would avoid the non-linear effects generated as a result of the heat pulse
of the waste.
“Cutting through the complexity” by reducing the number of processes considered at each timescale
of analysis would drive the strategy to simpler approaches that rely on less sophisticated models.
In turn, it would reduce the types of uncertainties introduced in the projected performance of a
repository. For instance, when analyzing the geological period at around 105 years, the waste packages
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are considered to have failed (breached). Thus, the performance properties and probabilities of failure
of waste packages do not have to be included in the analysis. The analysis thus can focus on other
input parameters that drive the uncertainty at that specific scale. Simplifying performance assessments
of disposal systems would certainly also improve the understanding by analysts and reviewers about
how the systems are expected to behave and evolve [82]. Such approach would also improve the
ability to communicate to decision-makers and the broader public the results of the analysis, thus to
ultimately improve their level of confidence about the safety.
4.3. Science-Policy Implications
The two examples of socio-technical interactions presented in the paper revealed a fundamental
problem: the difficulty to distinguish science from policy when discussing geological disposal systems.
We hope to have shown enough evidence of the interdependent relations between the technical
description of disposal systems and their broader social context. Consequently, because of this
interdependence, there is an unavoidable paradox in discussing disposal systems. First, there is the
challenge of connecting the technical analysis to its societal context because of the social complexity.
But at the same time, it is evident that the technical description of a disposal system cannot be made in
isolation from this societal context. Simply said, geologic disposal of nuclear waste is a technical issue
for which the societal dimensions and expectations cannot be ignored.
5. Conclusions
The conceptual integrated formalism presented here demonstrates that the analysis of nuclear
waste disposal systems requires one to connect the relevant processes from a technically complete,
societal perspective. Understanding of geological disposal systems cannot be based only on detailed
process-specific models or a mathematically-based total system analysis. An integrated analysis will
unavoidably have to be based on conventional existing models. But it will also have to cope with the
complexity of disposal systems.
This approach is part of a broader line of research that applies integrated analysis to complex
technological systems. The value of an integrated analysis approach is that it allows the use a flexible
information system where attributes can be tailored to different systems and contexts. Moreover,
the use of a hierarchical organization of the attributes relevant to nuclear waste disposal through a
metabolic representation is an effective strategy for understanding the complexity of disposal systems.
The integrated formalism supports the complete, technical representation of disposal systems from
a societal perspective. This representation can benefit both the policy analysts and non-specialists
by providing a broader view of the various technical interdependencies between the main attributes
of those systems. The technical representation can also be useful to the analysts and reviewers who
can better map their own subjects of study within a broader technical description of the system.
The conceptual integrated formalism is flexible enough so that it can be further refined to reach
a higher degree of detail. It can also hierarchically organize functional, technical information and
knowledge supporting the back-end integration of the nuclear fuel cycle [10,11].
We have shown that to more adequately study geologic disposal systems, at least two types
of analysis are required: one that addresses the technical complexity and another that connects the
impacts of the societal constraints on this technical complexity. When epistemic uncertainties are high,
one must recognize that subjectivity—thus, values and preferences—ultimately drive the scientific
understanding of the systems—as acknowledged by the U.S. National Research Council’s Committee
on Technical Bases for Yucca Mountain Standards [75]. These uncertainties therefore ultimately drive
also the decisions that derive from this scientific understanding. Complex technological systems
pose a unique science-policy challenge. Only a partial scientific knowledge can be produced and,
yet, decisions must be made under unavoidable uncertainty. This challenge should probably impose
more humility [83] on our strategies to successfully demonstrate the safety of permanent isolation of
highly-radioactive materials from humans and the biosphere in deep, mined geological repository.
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Appendix A.
This appendix presents background information for the example of socio-technical interactions
“Example #1: Impacts of change of waste types on repository design” presented in Section 3.3.3.
Appendix A.1. Background Information on Defense High-Level Waste and Transuranic Waste
The U.S. nuclear-weapons program from the 1940s through the late 1980s led to a legacy of
radioactive materials [84]. TRU waste and defense HLW are among those radioactive materials for
which permanent disposal is required [85]. Aqueous reprocessing of DOE’s SNF was performed
at the Hanford Site, Washington, the Idaho National Laboratory (INL), and the Savannah River
Site (SRS), South Carolina [86]. Currently, defense HLW awaiting vitrification represent volumes of
207,000 m3 of liquid HLW stored in 177 underground tanks at the Hanford Site and 98,000 m3 at
SRS (see Table A1). Liquid HLW is intended to be vitrified by separating the waste into a high-level
waste stream for vitrification and geologic disposal (called “vitrified HLW”) and a low-activity waste
stream for vitrification and/or immobilization in a grout for near-surface disposal at the Hanford
and SRS sites [87]. Disposal volume for the vitrified HLW obtained from liquid HLW is projected to
be 14,089 m3 (10,586 canisters) at the Hanford Site and 6957 m3 (about 8200 canisters) at SRS in 2048
(Table A1). In addition to liquid waste from the Hanford and SRS sites, other types of waste are also
planned to be vitrified. For instance, vitrification has been proposed as an alternative treatment for the
calcined HLW currently stored at INL [86], adding a total of 10,000 m3 [88] to be ready for disposal
by end of 2035 [87]. In total, a volume of about 32,000 m3 of vitrified defense HLW projected to 2048
could require geological disposal.
Table A1 shows the different existing and projected types of defense HLW in the U.S.
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Table A1. Present waste types and projected waste forms and thermal output of defense HLW in the U.S. Source: [89], unless otherwise noted.

Waste Type

Present Quantity of Waste Type

Projected Quantity of Waste
Packages in 2048

Physical Description of
Projected Waste Type and
Waste Form

Thermal Output of Projected
Waste Type in 2048
(W/container)

Existing defense HLW
SRS HLW tank waste

3600 m3 of vitrified waste in canisters
(estimated) (a)

4050 canisters
(estimated) (a)

glass in canisters

4 to 120 W/canister (at time of
production, 1996–2012)

FRG glass at Hanford

34 canisters

34 canisters

glass in canisters (containing
strontium and cesium) (b)

375 W/canister

10,586 canisters of glass, 3735 kg
per canister (filled)

glass in canisters
(planned)

360 W/canister

Projected defense HLW
Hanford tank waste

~207,000

m3

of reprocessing waste in
tanks

SRS HLW tank waste

98,000 m3 of reprocessing HLW in tanks
(estimated) (a)

4150 canisters
(estimated) (a)

glass in canisters
(planned)

Up to 500 W/canister (at time of
production)

Calcine waste at INL

4400 m3 of solid granular material
(calcine) in six Calcine Solids Storage
Facility (CSSF) bin sets

11,400 canisters (estimated)

glass in canisters
(planned) (c)

1.2 to 15.4 W/canister
(unknown time)

Cs/Sr capsules at
Hanford

1335 Cs capsules, 601 Sr capsules stored
underwater

340 canisters

glass in canisters
(planned) (d)

349 W/canister

Sodium-bearing waste
(SBW) at INL

3200 m3 of liquid waste in tanks

688 canisters

solids and powders in canisters
(planned) (e)

2.5 W/canister

Abbreviations used: Cs, cesium; FRG, Federal Republic of Germany; INL, Idaho National Laboratory; kg, kilogram; m3 , cubic meter; Sr, strontium; SRS, Savannah River Site; W, watt.
Notes: (a) Liquid waste processing at Savannah River has been on hold since February 2017. Values estimated including 17,000 m3 expected additional volume by year 2019 through
continued reprocessing at H Canyon facility [90–93]. (b) Contains known amounts of Cs-137 and Sr-90; contains an unknown amount of Cs-135. (c) This waste form disposal pathway is an
alternative to the planned disposal pathway for this waste type. It assumes calcine waste can be vitrified. Calcine waste has also been proposed to be treated by hot isostatic pressing or
disposed of without further treatment. Other possible waste forms include crystalline powder in canisters or glass ceramic in canisters. Disposal strategy not finalized. (d) This waste form
assumes Cs and Sr from capsules can be vitrified. Cs/Sr capsules have also been proposed to be disposed as untreated overpacked capsules. Both of these waste form disposal pathways
are alternative pathways, as neither has been finalized. (e) This waste form assumes sodium-bearing waste have been treated by fluidized bed steam reforming.
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Separately, TRU waste comes from the production of weapons and contains transuranium elements,
mainly Pu, in low concentrations. The TRU waste from weapons production results almost exclusively from
the fabrication of plutonium weapons components, the recycling of plutonium from production scrap,
residues, or retired weapons, as well as the chemical separation of plutonium [84]. The vast majority
of weapon-produced TRU waste were originally stored or buried at five DOE sites located at the Idaho
National Engineering Laboratory (INEL), the Los Alamos National Laboratories (LANL), New Mexico,
the Hanford Site, Washington, the Savannah River Site (SRS), South Carolina, and the Rocky Flats
Environmental Technology Site (RF), Colorado [84]. As of today, only the RF site has been closed and
most of the actinides removed, accounting, however, for less than 2% of the weapon-produced TRU
waste originally stored at all sites [84,94].
Appendix A.2. Background Information on DOE’s “Reclassify Waste” Proposal
The reclassify proposal does not come from the scientific community as the Nature editorial
would suggest. Rather, it has been a concrete proposal actively considered by DOE for more than
a decade.
In March 2004, the Environmental Evaluation Group (EEG) organized a technical workshop
about a specific proposal related to some Hanford tanks [69]. The EEG was established in 1978
with funds provided by DOE to the State of New Mexico and was in charge of WIPP’s operation
oversight until 2004. Following this workshop, the EEG was defunded by DOE and its responsibility
moved to the New Mexico Environment Department (NMED) and EPA [69,95]. The workshop
focused on technical issues related to the some of the tank waste at Hanford thought to meet WIPP’s
waste acceptance criteria [69]. During this workshop, representatives from DOE detailed that DOE
had identified the contents of 20 tanks at Hanford as potential candidate for disposal at WIPP [69].
Shortly after the workshop, in July 2004, DOE submitted a permit modification request to the NMED
asking to establish a procedure for approval of the disposal of TRU mixed waste from tanks that has
ever been managed as HLW [96]. Specifically, the request proposed to restrict the exclusion from the
WIPP Hazardous Waste Facility Permit only to “high-level radioactive waste, as defined in the WIPP
Land Withdrawal Act”, thus proposing to remove previous reference to “waste that has ever been
managed as high-level waste and waste from tanks.” Following this DOE’s request and after a period
of public comments, NMED issued a regulatory response that accepted the request but also added
to the proposal a clause that effectively barred the possibility of defense HLW to come to WIPP by
specifying the tanks from the Hanford, INL, and SRS sites that were subject to the exclusion. Later,
in April 2013, DOE submitted a second permit modification request to NMED asking to change the
2004 exclusion provisions on which the NMED has still not decided to date, requesting instead that the
Class 2 permit modification request be reissued as Class 3 because it is of significant public interest [97].
Appendix A.3. Background Information on WIPPs Waste Acceptance Criteria and Current Mission
The TRU waste materials to be disposed at WIPP mainly consist of clothing, tools and equipment
from the nuclear-weapons program contaminated by elements heavier than uranium, i.e., with atomic
numbers higher than 92. These elements are alpha-emitting radionuclides of half-lives greater than
20 years and in concentration higher than 100 nCi/g of waste material. Depending on the external
radiation dose rate measured at the surface of the waste containers, TRU waste are mainly “contact
handled” (CH-TRU, ≤2 mSv/h) with some being “remote handled” (RH-TRU, >2 mSv/h). Transuranic
waste must comply with the waste acceptance criteria (WAC) to be disposed at WIPP. The WAC
apply to the transportation, storage, and disposal of CH and RH TRU waste at WIPP. The WAC are
based on a complex regulatory scheme involving the participation of the federal implementing agency,
the Carlsbad Field Office of the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE); federal and state regulatory agencies,
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), and the
New Mexico Environment Department (NMED); as well as the U.S. Congress. In 2014, a total of about
151,000 cubic meters (m3 ) of TRU waste were expected to be disposed at WIPP; whereas, the legislated
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limit on total volume per the 1992 Land Withdrawal Act is 6.2 million cubic feet (176,000 m3 ) [71],
leaving about 25,000 m3 theoretically available for disposal of other materials. However, the stored,
projected, and anticipated waste volumes for shipping and disposal at WIPP are subject to change due
to legal, regulatory, or technical factors and, thus, need to be revised annually [71].
Appendix A.4. Background Information on Effects of Heat on the WIPP Repository
The effects of heat generated by the radioactive decay of short lived fission products found
in HLW are important to repository response because temperature can activate and accelerate
deformation mechanisms [77,98–100]. As salt deformation is dominated by plastic behavior at
elevated temperatures, the heat pulse from the waste implies a faster creep rate which impacts
the mechanism of room closure [101]. Deformation of salt has been shown to be very sensitive to
temperature and stress. As the deformation mechanisms result from the evolution of the substructures,
these substructural changes must be understood to characterize the evolution of the repository under
temperature and stress. Under application of stress, the salt deformation takes the form of an increase
of dislocation density. Under certain conditions, higher dislocation density leads to higher strain,
called strain hardening. Besides, higher temperatures associated with deviatoric stress promotes the
liberation of brine through the combined effect of heat and fractures in the rock. This enhances dry-out
around the repository openings which can have positive effects on the long-term performance of the
repository but negative effects during the pre-closure and early post-closure periods.
In the 1980s, the Sandia National Laboratories conducted several studies about the effect of heat
on the WIPP repository [102]. These studies supported WIPP’s Compliance Certification Application
submitted by DOE in 1996 and certified by EPA in 1998 [71]. A first study on the RH-TRU waste to
be disposed at WIPP considered the effects on the repository of the heat generated by the radioactive
decay of short lived fission products [103]. First, the heat could enhance the formation of fractures
in the rock around the waste disposal rooms (intact salt) or in the repository seals and backfill
(crushed salt), creating possible pathways for the migration of contaminated brine beyond the
regulatory boundary [104]. Second, the thermal convection initiated by the heat-generating waste
could enhance the water-vapor transport in the gas phase followed by a re-condensation of the water
vapor away from the waste and a possible migration of the water back to the disposal rooms and
contact with the waste [105].
To determine the heat and thermal effects from RH-TRU on the performance of the repository,
two specific studies were conducted in 1988 and 1993. The first study, based on a numeric simulation
concluded that the thermal load added by the RH-TRU waste, assuming a heat output of 60 W per
waste package (drum), had no significant impact on room response (creep) and was comparable to the
room response for the isothermal case [106]. However, the simulation showed a high sensitivity of the
results to changes in the initial conditions such as the power output of the containers or the disposition
of the drums in the disposal rooms. Moreover, the simulation shown a non-linear room response when
varying those conditions. For instance, applying a moderate increase in power output (100 W per
drum) led to a minor increase in room closure compared with the baseline response; whereas, a larger
(300 W per drum) led to a very large increase in room closure. Similarly, a small increase in drum
spacing resulted in a large decrease in room closure, whereas doubling that spacing resulted in only a
moderate additional decrease in room closure.
The second study was an in-situ experiment designed to be “near-reference” regarding anticipated
thermal outputs, geometrical spacing and layout in the disposal rooms of the RH-TRU drums,
the reference conditions being those current when the experiment program began [107]. The experiment
included heater tests considering two heat output conditions (115 and 300 W) and temperature was
monitored over the 5-year period that the experiment lasted, from 1985 to 1990 [102]. The in situ heater
tests resulted in a temperature increase of about 3–4 ◦ C above ambient temperature of about 28 ◦ C
under the 115 W condition and 7–9 ◦ C above ambient under 300 W, thus confirming the results of the
numerical simulations.
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These two studies showed that a heat output of up to 300 W would lead to a temperature increase
of less than 10 ◦ C in the near-field over a five-year period, said to be insufficient to enhance the
formation of fractures or to generate a significant amount of water vapor. DOE therefore concluded
that the RH-TRU waste will have no significant impact on the performance of the WIPP repository,
especially because the anticipated initial heat output from the RH-TRU waste was lower than 1 W
per drum, well below the 60–300 W range covered by the studies [103]. WIPP’s WAC currently
authorize an initial average heat output of up to 300 W per drum.
Appendix B.
List of acronyms used in the paper.
General acronyms
CH-TRU
DOE
EPA
HLW
ILW
INL
INEL
LA
LANL
LLW
LWA
NAS
NMED
NWPA
NRC
RF
RH-TRU
SAR
SNF
SRS
THMC
TRU
TSPA
WAC
WIPP

contact-handled transuranic waste
U.S. Department of Energy
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
high-level waste
intermediate-level waste
Idaho National Laboratory
Idaho National Engineering Laboratory
license application
Los Alamos National Laboratories, New Mexico
low-level waste
Land Withdrawal Act
U.S. National Academy of Sciences
New Mexico Environment Department
Nuclear Waste Policy Act
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Rocky Flats Environmental Technology Site, Colorado
remote-handled transuranic waste
safety analysis report
spent nuclear fuel
Savannah River Site, South Carolina
thermal, hydrologic, mechanical, and chemical processes
transuranic waste
total system performance assessment
waste acceptance criteria
Waste Isolation Pilot Plant, New Mexico

Acronyms used in the integrated formalism
BIO
CLIMA
ENG-B
EXO-P
GEO-B
GEO-P
GEOCHEM
GEOPHYS
HUMAN
HYDRO
ROCK

biosphere processes
climate change
engineered barriers
exogenous processes
geological barriers
geological processes
geochemical processes
geophysical processes
human intrusion
Hydrology
host rock
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STRUCT
VOLCA
WCOMP
WFORM
WPACKAGE
WPROP
WRAD
WTREAT
WTYPE
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seismic activity
structural barriers
Volcanism
waste composition
waste forms
waste packages
waste properties
waste radioactivity
waste treatments
waste types

Acronyms used in the TSPA-LA of the Yucca Mountain repository
BDCF
D&M
DS
EBS
F
F&T
SZ
T
UZ
WAPDEG
WF
WP

biosphere dose conversion factor
degradation and mobilization
drip shield
engineered barrier system
Flow
flow and transport
saturated zone
Transport
unsaturated zone
WP and DS degradation
waste form
waste package
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